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OUR NAME
The Penney name has been synonymous with quality painting for the past
40 years.
Paint Professionals’ Managing Director Martin Penney began painting alongside his
father Ron as a 10 year old when the business was known as Penney’s Painting.
In the late 1970s Ron Penney had been handpicked to paint Broadlands
in Romsey England, the former home of Lord Louis Mountbatten. There, he
decorated the chambers of Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II.
Building on the tradition established by his father of taking a genuine interest
in customers to help them achieve the best results, Martin established Paint
Professionals in 1994.
Interestingly, heritage work has endured as a mainstay of the business, with the
company remaining highly regarded for its skill in decorative finishes.

OUR STORY
Over the past 17 years Martin Penney has grown the business, based on his
knowledge of what clients look for in a painting service: a whole new level of
professionalism.
Martin’s particular expertise is in leading a team of licensed and experienced
painters who continue the tradition of dedication to client satisfaction and
quality work.
Today, Paint Professionals is a fully-fledged professional painting business,
providing reliable, timely and cost-effective painting solutions and
guaranteed service.
The business has been built on a successful outcome for each and every
job—big or small, commercial or residential. Paint Professionals consistently
sets new benchmarks for the industry.

OUR PAINTERS
Paint Professionals’ team of highly trained painters has the capacity to handle
any job at every location. Simply, they are very good at what they do, and gain
personal and professional satisfaction from achieving the highest standards of
workmanship using the greatest amount of care.
Every Paint Professional painter is trained to meet strict safety and courtesy
requirements. They look professional too, with clean uniforms worn on the job
at all times.
Clients can feel secure with a Paint Professionals’ painter; each is put through
rigorous background checks, including National Police Clearance. They also
undergo random drug and fit-for-work compliance testing on a regular basis.
A Paint Professionals painter:
•

Is safety trained, inducted and certified

•

Complies with the company’s no smoking policy

•

Works in accordance with the concept of zero harm—to other employees,
customers and the environment.
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OUR PHILOSOPHY
It is Paint Professionals’ philosophy to give back to South Australia and
build the skills base of the state by investing in young people through
apprenticeships. It currently employs eight apprentices at various stages of their
trade qualifications.
The company regards this as an investment in the future of the painting
profession as much as in the business itself, as apprentices give it access to
a pool of home-grown talent. This, in turn grows with the business through
exposure to the right attitude, training and on-the-job experiences.

OUR SERVICES
Paint Professionals delivers a professional service–on time, every time and
within budget. Services range from all aspects of commercial, industrial
and residential projects and associated maintenance, including Scheduled
Maintenance.

Baulderstone project, 20 Hindmarsh Square

COMMERCIAL & INDUSTRIAL
Paint Professionals is fully equipped and possesses the required technical
know-how and skills to manage interior and exterior commercial projects
and wide-ranging industrial work. It takes pride in its ability to tackle difficult
challenges, and has prepared and painted many offices and commercial
premises throughout South Australia and nationally.
On the job, Paint Professionals’ painters are ‘in and out’ as and when they say
they will be, which is another reason commercial clients return for subsequent
projects. Paint Professionals knows its clients don’t like delays, just as it doesn’t.
Painting teams are available to work around the clock, minimising downtime.
What clients can expect
• Fast attention to all requests
• Minimal disruption to day-to-day business
• Respect for staff, clients and the general public
• A quiet workplace
• Compliance with OHS&W regulations
• Fit-for-purpose quality paints and materials

RESIDENTIAL
Paint Professionals’ painters understand the need to reduce stress to
homeowners during their house-painting project. A big part of this is detailed
preparation and communication–about all aspects of the job. Being clear
about what is involved helps make the painting experience as pleasant as
possible. Paint Professionals’ painters are respectful, agreeable and work to put
clients at ease in having them around. The quality of service extends to Paint
Professionals’ unique ‘Move In’ and ‘12 month Finished Touch’ guarantees.
Paint Professionals tackles each job systematically, with nothing left to chance
in delivering a professional service. When clients choose Paint Professionals,
they brush with the best.
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What clients can expect
• On-time arrival
• Timely completion
• Attention to detail and care
• Property kept protected and secure
• A painting experience that exceeds expectations

PROCESS

›
›
›
›
›
›
›
›
›
›
›

You make the call
We visit your home personally
We listen to you
You get a free no obligation and detailed quotation
You accept
Together we set start and finish dates
You get access to our colour consultant (complimentary
for full interiors or exteriors)
We order the paint and deliver it to site
Our painters are fully briefed before they start work
Our painters are supervised and work is monitored daily
Job completed

MAINTENANCE
Paint Professionals can implement a custom-tailored Scheduled Maintenance
Program, which will keep a property looking fresh and new and add years to its
life. The company also undertakes maintenance work on an as-needs basis.
Maintenance Australia is a Paint Professionals aligned company, established to
fill a gap in the market for property owners and managers looking for practical
solutions to every maintenance challenge. Teams of skilled trades are available
around the clock, and ‘rapid response’ mechanisms are in place for urgent
situations. Maintenance Australia projects encompass anything from repairing
a broken window to refurbishing an apartment building of 300 suites, through
to upgrading an army barracks, supplying maintenance crews for a mine site or
demolishing a house.

Maintenance Australia is:
• OHS&W compliant
• Workcover registered
• Fully insured with $20 million
public liability insurance.

Established in 2010 by the Managing Director of Paint Professionals,
Martin Penney, Maintenance Australia was a natural progression from Paint
Professionals’ vision to bring a whole new level of professionalism to the trade.
It started from a desire to provide an exceptional service to Paint Professionals’
clients through the detailed preparation of surfaces and maintenance as
necessary before applying paint.
Whatever the maintenance challenge, Martin Penney leads a team of
experienced and qualified maintenance professionals with a high level of
dedication to client satisfaction and quality work.
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THE PAINT WE USE
Whether clients are looking for paint that is best for performance, best for the
environment or best for budget, there is no substitute for quality. That is why
Paint Professionals recommends and uses the Taubmans range of paints.

Green Painting
There is no doubt that the world’s industries are having a detrimental impact
on the environment, and Paint Professionals believed in doing its part. It uses
and recommends only paints that have the stamp of approval from the Green
Building Council of Australia—Taubmans low VOC Pure Performance range.
The right products are one thing; work practices are another, and Paint
Professionals endeavours to leave as small a carbon footprint as possible
through environmentally sensitive work practices from project start-up through
to project completion.

Health and Safety
The qualities embedded in Taubmans low VOC Pure Performance range help
maintain a healthy and safe environment in the home or a business while a
project is underway . . . and beyond. The range has been specifically formulated
for architects, specifiers and trade painters. Being low in VOCs, it has minimal
impact on indoor air quality, and has the National Asthma Council’s Sensitive
Choice Program stamp of approval.

Interior product range

Taubmans Pure Performance and Easy Coat ranges also contain Microban,
which provides antimicrobial protection against the growth of mould, mildew
and fungus on painted surfaces.

Exterior product range
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OUR CLIENTS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Local councils
International hotel chains
Aged care facilities
Federal Government agencies
Defence organisations
Global facilities management group
National construction firms
Home builders
Supermarkets
Shop fit-outs and offices
… and you!

THEY SAY
“Martin always showed a great level of respect not only to myself,
but also to his employees, and displayed very good leadership to
his team.”
Project Engineer – Baulderstone Pty Ltd SA

“Just a quick note to say thank you and your team for a job well
done and the quick execution of the painting on Goodwood Road. I
have received positive comments from traders and customers alike.”
André Stuyt – Business & Economic Development, City of Unley

“I would like to take this opportunity to thank you for the excellent
work carried out in our home… attitude, cooperation and effort
were all exemplary… workmanship cannot be faulted.“
John Harris – Flagstaff Hill

“It is with pleasure that I write to recommend your company…
our residents are very important and your staff always have their
welfare in mind.“
Graham Jones – Life Care Churches of Christ

“We found your staff and workmanship, quality, professionalism,
reliability and your flexibility to be excellent.”
Darren Chandler – Glenelg Football Club
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OUR CREDENTIALS
Paint Professionals is:
• OHS&W compliant
• Workcover registered
• Fully insured with $20 million public liability insurance.

Nationally approved COROFLON® multi-storey applicators
Fully backed by supplier warranties

CONTACT

1800 686 525
www.paintprofessionals.com.au
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